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Abstract:

Prostate adenocarcinoma is the second most commonly diagnosed cancer in men worldwide and the initiating factors are unknown. Oncogenic TMPRSS2:ERG (ERG+) gene fusions are facilitated by DNA breaks and occur in up to 50% of prostate cancers\textsuperscript{1,2}. Infection-driven inflammation is implicated in the formation of ERG+ fusions\textsuperscript{3}, and we hypothesized that these fusions initiate in early inflammation-associated prostate cancer precursor lesions, such as proliferative inflammatory atrophy (PIA), prior to cancer development. We investigated whether bacterial prostatitis is associated with ERG+ precancerous lesions in unique cases with active bacterial infections at time of radical prostatectomy. We identified a high frequency of ERG+ non-neoplastic-appearing glands in these cases, including ERG+ PIA transitioning to early invasive cancer. We verified TMPRSS2:ERG genomic rearrangements in precursor lesions using tri-color fluorescence in situ hybridization. Identification of rearrangement patterns combined with whole prostate mapping in 3 dimensions confirmed multiple (up to 8) distinct ERG+ precancerous lesions in infected cases. Finally, we identified the pathogen-derived genotoxin colibactin as a potential source of DNA breaks in clinical cases as well as cultured prostate cells.

Overall, we provide evidence that bacterial infections initiate driver gene alterations in prostate cancer. Furthermore, infection-induced ERG+ fusions are an early alteration in the carcinogenic process and PIA may serve as a direct precursor to prostate cancer.
Main Text:

TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions are an early prostate cancer oncogenic event, as essentially all invasive cancer cells within an ERG positive (ERG+) cancer have the same cytogenetically defined rearrangement. Likewise, in mouse models, transgenic expression of ERG in luminal prostate epithelial cells induces prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN), and carcinoma when combined with other genomic alterations. Inflammation induced by bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) has been demonstrated in both in vitro and in vivo models to induce the formation of TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions. Prostatic inflammation may likewise drive the formation of proliferative inflammatory atrophy (PIA), a putative prostate cancer precursor lesion. In addition to stimulating inflammation, bacteria can produce potent genotoxins that incite DNA damage, as has been described in the pathogenesis of colon cancer. Therefore, we questioned whether bacterial infections are associated with oncogenic TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions in human prostate specimens. Furthermore, we hypothesized that infection-induced TMPRSS2:ERG fusions may initiate in early inflammation-associated prostate cancer risk factor lesions, such as PIA, prior to cancer development.

We began by identifying a series of radical prostatectomy specimens that were suspicious for prostatic infections at the time of surgery. Our rationale was that even though these specimens had pre-existing cancer, we could examine the non-neoplastic regions of these highly inflamed cases to investigate the effects of infection-induced inflammation on the human prostate. Florid acute or granulomatous chronic inflammation observed at radical prostatectomy is rare, and likely indicative of an active prostate infection. In screening 1,341 cases (see Methods), we identified 15 cases that were suspicious for the presence of an active prostate infection at the
time when the radical prostatectomy was performed (Extended Data Fig. 1 and Extended Data Table 1). We performed 100% prostate sampling and mapping of all invasive carcinoma foci in 3 dimensions (3D) in these cases.

To further evaluate whether these cases harbored bacterial infections, we assessed all blocks that contained acute inflammation (defined as the presence of neutrophils, average 9 blocks per case) using RNA in situ hybridization (RISH) with universal probes for bacterial 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) as well as immunohistochemistry (IHC) for LPS (Gram negative bacteria) and lipoteichoic acid (LTA, Gram positive bacteria). RISH and IHC assay validation data are in Extended Data Fig. 2. We detected bacteria in seven of the cases, six of which were LPS positive and one that was LTA positive (Fig. 1, Extended Data Table 1, and Extended Data Fig. 3). Importantly, even though bacteria were not identified in the remaining cases, the cases are still highly suspicious for infection due to the presence of florid inflammation. It is possible that the infectious agent cleared prior to the radical prostatectomy, since in the positive cases only a small number of glands were bacteria-positive, despite florid inflammation across the bacteria-negative glands. Special stains for acid fast bacilli (auramine/rhodamine) and fungi (methenamine silver) were performed on a subset of the cases during the initial diagnostic workup and were negative (Extended Data Table 1). Non-inflamed regions of normal appearing prostate and prostate adenocarcinoma were all negative for bacteria (Extended Data Fig. 4). When present, bacteria were largely confined to glandular lumens where neutrophils and macrophages were present, and were often observed to be internalized by these cells (Fig. 1, Extended Data Fig. 3).
Next, we used these cases to question whether bacterial prostatitis is associated with the presence of TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions in early precursor lesions. Isolated ERG+ high-grade PIN (HGPIN) occurs at a rare frequency between 2% in prostatectomies\textsuperscript{19} and 7% in cystoprostatectomies\textsuperscript{20}. ERG+ low-grade PIN (LGPIN) or benign acini are likewise exceptionally rare\textsuperscript{19,21}. ERG+ PIA has not been previously described\textsuperscript{22}. We performed ERG IHC (Extended Data Fig. 6) on 110 whole tissue sections from 64 unselected (not selected based on amount of inflammation) radical prostatectomy specimens and found isolated ERG+ LGPIN in one case, ERG+ PIA in one case, and both ERG+ LGPIN and PIA in one case (3 cases total, 4.7%, Extended Data Fig. 7). We define “isolated” ERG+ PIA or LGPIN as glands found on blocks (as well as the adjacent blocks) with no ERG+ cancer or > 9 mm away from ERG+ cancer, an important consideration in establishing that the ERG+ cells in the PIA or PIN foci are not representative of retrograde invasion of cancer cells into benign acini\textsuperscript{23}. Our 3D mapping was used to avoid this possibility.

In stark contrast to the studies reported by Young \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{19}, Furusato \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{21}, and our assessment of whole tissue sections from unselected cases, we identified isolated ERG+ luminal epithelial cells in PIA and/or LGPIN in 7 (46.7%) of the 15 mapped cases in the highly inflamed/infection cohort (p < 0.0001 compared to unselected cases, chi-square test, Fig. 2A and Extended Data Fig. 8) when we examined ERG IHC on 126 whole tissues sections. We subsequently performed ERG IHC on all remaining blocks from the seven cases where we found ERG+ PIA and/or LGPIN to determine the spatial orientation of the ERG+ PIA or LGPIN foci to ERG+ or ERG- cancer in 3D (Extended Data Figs. 9-15). We identified multiple (up to 8) spatially distant (> 2 mm apart) foci of ERG+ PIA and/or LGPIN in 5 of the 7 cases (Extended Data Table 2). A total
of 4 foci of ERG+ isolated HGPIN, 9 foci of isolated ERG+ LGPIN, and 15 foci of isolated ERG+ PIA were identified (Extended Data Table 2). These data strongly suggest infection-induced TMPRSS2:ERG fusions in PIA and LGPIN foci due to the high frequency and multiplicity of ERG+ foci found in these infected cases, which has not previously been described.

A dual IHC stain for Alpha-Methylacyl-CoA Racemase (AMACR) combined with high molecular weight cytokeratin (PIN4 IHC) confirmed the presence of basal cells in the ERG+ PIA or LGPIN foci (Fig. 2A), further indicating that these ERG+ foci are not cancer. In three of the cases, ERG+ PIA was identified in the absence of any ERG+ cancer in the blocks from the prostatectomy (Extended Data Fig. 11, 13, 15). ERG mRNA expression was also observed using RNA in situ hybridization (RISH, Extended Data Fig. 6) in the ERG+ PIA and LGPIN foci (Fig. 2A, Extended Data Fig. 16). We also confirmed ERG staining on a subset of the glands using IHC with a separate ERG antibody that targets a different epitope (C- versus N-terminus of ERG, Extended Data Fig. 17).

We noted with interest 7 foci in cases 2, 3, 4, and 5 where ERG+ PIA or LGPIN was directly adjacent to small clusters of glands that lacked basal cells and were apparently in the process of initial invasion (Fig. 2B, Extended Data Fig. 18) consistent with early invasive carcinoma (also called “microadenocarcinoma”24). There was no other ERG+ cancer on the blocks with these lesions, or on either adjacent block in 3D. Furthermore, PIN4 IHC indicated that the ERG+ cells in the PIA lesions were AMACR negative, but the ERG+ cells in the budding adenocarcinoma were AMACR positive (Fig. 2B). These results suggest that the fusion event occurred in the PIA
lesion and that TMPRSS2:ERG fusion events represent a very early, and perhaps even initiating event in prostate carcinogenesis, although requiring the acquisition of further oncogenic events to progress to adenocarcinoma. Intriguingly, we observed the presence of intermediate cells (luminal cells expressing the typical basal cell cytokeratins) in the PIA lesions that were adjacent to early invasive carcinoma (Fig. 2B, Extended Data Fig. 18). Intermediate cells are purported tumor initiating cells in prostate cancer\textsuperscript{25,26}.

Since it is possible that ERG protein expression could be upregulated by mechanisms that do not involve fusion events, we verified that TMPRSS2:ERG genomic rearrangements were present in the ERG+ PIA and LGPIN glands. We used a triple color fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) assay designed to detect multiple scenarios of genomic alteration between the TMPRSS2 and ERG loci on 21q22 (Extended Data Fig. 19) in three of the cases that had multiple ERG+ PIA and/or LGPIN foci (cases 2, 3, and 5). Non-neoplastic-appearing luminal epithelial cells that were positive by ERG IHC and ERG RISH were likewise positive for genomic alterations in the TMPRSS2 and ERG loci (Fig. 2A, 3). Each of these cases had small ERG+ cancer that was distant to any of the ERG+ PIA or LGPIN foci (Extended Data Fig. 9, 10, and 12). In all three cases, the ERG+ cancer, in addition to being spatially distant to ERG+ PIA and LGPIN, contained a different rearrangement pattern than most or all of the ERG+ PIA and LGPIN foci in that same case (Fig. 3A,B). This finding further verifies that all or at least a subset the ERG+ PIA and LGPIN foci were distinct from any pre-existing ERG+ cancer present in a given case.

Two of the cases (case 2 and case 12) had bacteria present in large enough regions that we could macrodissect the tissue, extract DNA, and further identify the infecting species. Sequencing of a
partial region of the 16S rRNA gene from these cases identified a bacterium in the family

*Enterobacteriaceae*, which would also be consistent with the LPS IHC results (Fig. 1).

Colibactin is a cryptic bacterial genotoxin produced by a non-ribosomal peptide synthetase and
polyketide synthase gene cluster (*pks* island) carried in some strains of *E. coli* and closely related
species[12]. Infection of human cells with colibactin-producing *E. coli* strains induces DNA
damage including DNA adducts, DNA double-strand breaks, DNA cross-links, and genomic
instability[12-16]. Colibactin-producing bacteria are present in the human gastrointestinal
microbiota and associated with colorectal cancer[12,13,17,18,27]. Colibactin-producing *E. coli* are also
known uropathogens and are common among isolates from men with bacterial prostatitis[28].

RISH for the colibactin *clbB* gene indicated that the infecting bacteria in both case 2 and case 12
were colibactin producers (Fig. 4A). The presence of the *pks* island in bacteria from these cases
was further confirmed by probe-based quantitative PCR and sequencing (Fig. 4B-D, Extended
Data Fig. 5).

Finally, we noted with interest that one of the cases found to harbor colibactin-producing
bacteria was also the case identified with 8 distinct ERG+ PIA lesions (case 2, Fig. 3B). We
therefore questioned whether bacterial genotoxins such as colibactin, along with inflammation,
can contribute to genomic damage that promotes the formation of TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions.

We exposed LNCaP cells to the *E. coli* strain DH10B hosting a bacterial artificial chromosome
(BAC) bearing the *pks* island that produces colibactin (PKS+), or hosting the empty
pBeloBAC11 vector (PKS-) as previously described[13] with or without the addition of TNFα to
simulate inflammation (Fig. 4E) and then assessed dsDNA breaks by comet assay. Transient
treatment of LNCaP cells with the PKS+ colibactin-producing bacteria with or without the
addition of TNFα induced dsDNA breaks at or greater than that of 8 Gy of ionizing radiation at 4 hr and 24 hr after exposure (Fig. 4F). A similar trend was observed for induction of phosphorylated H2A histone family member X (γH2AX), as an indicator of dsDNA break repair (Fig. 4G).

In summary, we submit that our findings represent evidence in human tissues that bacterial infections drive early prostate cancer development. We speculate that the inflammation induced by infection, in combination with DNA damage induced by bacterial genotoxins, contributes to the development of precancerous lesions and oncogenic gene fusions, and promotes early prostate carcinogenesis (Extended Data Movie 1). We did not find evidence of persistent bacterial presence within prostate cancer however, as bacteria were never observed within cancerous regions in the cases in our 16S RISH and LPS and LTA IHC assays (Extended Data Fig. 4). This represents an important epidemiologic challenge in linking prostate infections to prostate cancer risk, as the initiating infection likely often occurs and is cleared many years prior to the cancer diagnosis.

Prostate infections and inflammation may contribute to other oncogenic events in addition to TMRPSS2:ERG gene fusions, and may contribute to carcinogenesis in ERG- cancers as well. It is of keen interest that we found ERG+ PIA and/or ERG+ LGPIN in apparent direct transition with ERG+ early invasive adenocarcinoma in the absence of any ERG+ HGPIN. Currently, the most accepted direct precursor to prostate cancer is HGPIN29, and it is hypothesized that PIA serves as a risk factor lesion that can directly transition to HGPIN30. It has also been previously hypothesized that prostate atrophy may give rise to carcinoma directly, and our current study
would support this hypothesis in at least a subset of cases\textsuperscript{31-33}. Whereas not all ERG+ precursor lesions may progress to invasive cancer, our finding of multiple foci of ERG+ precursors in infected cases would be in line with the multifocal nature of prostate cancer\textsuperscript{34}. Overall, our study suggests that bacterial prostatitis should be considered as a legitimate risk factor for prostate carcinogenesis, and prompts the development of methodologies to detect undiagnosed prostate infections, as well as to mitigate infections and inflammation in the prostate, as a prostate cancer prevention strategy.
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**Fig. 1.** Detection of bacteria in highly inflamed radical prostatectomy specimens. Examples of detection of bacteria by 16S RISH (universal detection of bacteria), LPS IHC (specific for Gram negative bacteria, case 2, 12, and 14) and LTA IHC (specific for Gram positive bacteria, case 10). Bacterial cells were often observed within infiltrating immune cells (arrows). Objective magnification denoted.
Fig. 2. ERG expression from TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions present in luminal epithelial cells in PIA (lesion 1 and 18) and LGPIN (lesion 13) in highly inflamed radical prostatectomy specimens. (A) Representative images from case 2, 3, and 5 showing intact basal cells indicative of a non-neoplastic gland (PIN4 IHC) and positive ERG IHC, RISH, and FISH in luminal epithelial cells (200X magnification). Black arrows point to magnified (400X magnification) regions in ERG RISH. White arrows point to TMPRSS2:ERG genomic rearrangements detected via FISH as denoted (400X magnification). Red probe is located in the distal TMPRSS2 gene region, green probe is located in the proximal TMPRSS2 gene region, and blue probe is located in the ERG (21q22) gene region. (B) Large regions of ERG+ PIA (circled in blue in first panel of ERG IHC, 40X magnification) with small regions of adjacent microadenocarcinoma (circled in red) from case 2 (top row) and case 5 (bottom row). Infiltrating immune cells and endothelial cells are also ERG+. H&E, ERG IHC, and PIN4 IHC (all 200X magnification) demonstrate ERG+ PIA next to ERG+ microadenocarcinoma (arrowheads). Arrows denote intermediate cells in PIN4 IHC.
Fig. 3. Evaluation and spatial mapping of TMPRSS2:ERG genomic rearrangement patterns in separate PIA and PIN foci versus distant ERG+ cancer. (A) Results summary of TMPRSS2:ERG FISH analysis on each ERG+ lesion found in case 2, 3, and 5. Note that ERG+ PIA and LGPIN/HGPIN foci are often a different fusion pattern than the distant ERG+ cancer in the case, even if on the same block. Adjacent ERG- benign glands to ERG+ glands were assessed for...
TMPRSS2:ERG fusions in an identical manner to the ERG+ glands. All ERG- benign glands assessed did not contain TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangements. (B) Spatial mapping of TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangement patterns in case 2. Pattern shown in example nuclei is depicted in the inset. Red probe is located in the distal TMPRSS2 gene region, green probe is located in the proximal TMPRSS2 gene region, and blue probe is located in the ERG (21q22) gene region.
Fig. 4. Exposure of prostate cancer cells to colibactin (PKS) induces DNA double strand breaks (DSB) as assessed by comet assay and western blot for γH2AX. (A) Example of PKS expression in the bacteria in case 2 (1,000 X magnification) as visualized by cblB RISH. (B) Strategy for bacterial DNA isolation from FFPE tissues, 16S rDNA sequencing, and PKS quantitative PCR (qPCR). (C) Detection of colibactin cblB gene by qPCR in DNA extracted from a macrodissected 16S RISH positive tissue area from case 2. (D) Agarose gel image of PCR products from PKS qPCR. (E) Experimental outline for in vitro colibactin exposure experiments. (F) Top, representative images of comet moments for each experimental condition. Comet moments are visibly induced in LNCaP cells by 8 Gy ionizing radiation exposure or 4 hr infection with PKS+ E. coli. NTC = no treatment control. Bottom, quantification of comet tail moments after exposure of LNCaP cells to PKS+ E. coli induces DNA DSB at or greater than exposure to 8 Gy radiation 4 hr and 24 hr post-exposure. The addition of TNFα does not increase DSB in this model system. Representative results of the experiment are shown. One way non-parametric ANOVA with Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparison test was performed. Differing letters denote statistical significance (p < 0.05). The statistical significance of PKS+ E. coli-...
treated groups at 4 hours post-infection was variable across three biological replicates. The trend at 24 hours was consistent across four biological replicates. (G) Top, western blot for γH2AX likewise demonstrates a > 2-fold increase in DSB repair at 4 hr and 24 hr after PKS+ *E. coli* exposure. Etop = etoposide (positive control). Bottom, densitometry quantification of western blot images. The results are normalized to β-actin levels and no treatment control (NTC) and are representative of three biological replicates. Statistically significant differences noted (p < 0.05, one-tailed t-test).